4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Key Points: 11 • We turn deep earthquakes into virtual receivers by inter-source interferometry, to detect 12 metastable olivine wedge in subducted slab. 13 • We confirm the existence of the wedge about 30 km thick at 410-km depth and gradually 14 diminishing to at least 610-km depth. 15 • Our results suggest the slab core in transition zone is dry and deep-focus earthquakes 16 initiate by the phase change of olivine. 17 18 EarthArXiv preprint Abstract 19
controversial. Here, we apply inter-source interferometry, which converts deep earthquakes into 23 virtual seismometers, to detect the seismic signature of MOW without influence from shallow 24 heterogeneities. With data from the Hinet, we confirm the existence of MOW beneath the Japan 25 Sea and constrain its geometry to be ~30 km thick at 410-km depth and gradually diminishing to 26 a depth of 610 km at least. Our result supports transformational faulting of metastable olivine as 27 the initiation mechanism of deep earthquakes, although large events (M7.0+) probably rupture 28 beyond the wedge. Furthermore, the slab core must be dehydrated at shallower depth and only 29 transports negligible amount of water into the transition zone. 30 1 Introduction 31 Global earthquakes mostly occur in the crust but can extent to ~700 km depth within 32 subducting plates. Crustal earthquakes are thought to be driven by the brittle frictional failure 33 (Scholz, 1998) , while the nature of deep-focus earthquakes (depth >300 km) has been posed to 34 geophysicists as a long-standing puzzle (Brace et al., 1980) . Several mechanisms have been 35 proposed for deep earthquakes, including the dehydration embrittlement (Meade & Jeanloz, 1991) , 36 thermal shear instability (Kanamori et al., 1998) and transformational faulting (Green et al., 1989) . 37 Among them, transformational faulting, which triggers the slip instability through a sudden phase 38 change from metastable olivine to spinel, can naturally explain the depth dependent seismicity 39 distribution that resurges in the transition zone with an abruptly cessation below 660 km (Houston, 40 2015) . Moreover, recent laboratory experiments have shown fracture nucleation and later intense 41 acoustic emissions associated with the olivine-to-spinel phase transformation (Schubnel et al., 42 2013 , Wang et al., 2017 , thus making the transformational faulting hypothesis more appealing. 43 For transformational faulting to happen, it is hypothesized that the low-pressure 44 polymorphs of olivine inside cold slabs could metastably extend into the mantle transition zone 45 (MTZ), forming a tongue-shaped "Metastable Olivine Wedge" (MOW). Furthermore, the 46 positively buoyant MOW, if present, may slow down the subducting slab in the MTZ (Bina et al., 47 2001), or even resist the slab from penetrating into the lower mantle (Tetzlaff & Schmeling, 2000) .
The dimension of MOW is generally thought to correlate with the slab thermal parameter (Kirby   49   et al., 1996) , but the water content of subducted slab and the latent heat due to the phase changes 50 also play crucial roles (Mosenfelder et al., 2001 , Frane et al., 2013 . Laboratory experiments 51 demonstrated that incorporation of a small amount of H2O leads to a remarkable boost in the 52 olivine to ringwoodite transformation rate via hydrolytic weakening process (Frane et al., 2013) . 53 The latent heat feedback together with an additional intracrystalline transformation mechanism 54 significantly reduces the maximum depth that MOW can reach as suggested from an updated 55 thermo-kinetic model (Monsenfelder et al., 2001) . Therefore, the existence and exact geometry of 56 MOW would provide essential constraints on the thermal-petrological properties of subducting 57 slabs. 58 However, seismic imaging of the low-velocity MOW structure has been particularly 59 challenging. For instance, body wave travel-time analysis ubiquitously suffers from the wavefront 60 healing effect. A thermal slab without MOW could satisfactorily predict high-resolution seismic 61 arrival times, but the inclusion of MOW merely offers a subtle improvement on the data fitting 62 (Koper et al., 1998) It has also been illustrated that the metastable olivine can be unveiled from 63 waveform distortions of some seismic phases that travel through it (Vidale et al., 1991 , Koper & 64 Wiens, 2000 . Nonetheless, deterministically examining the seismogram involves onerous effort 65 because lithospheric heterogeneities contribute great complexities on the seismogram and smear 66 the illumination of deep slab. Given the difficulty in resolving MOW, its thicknesses reported from 67 preceding studies differ by 50 km at the 410-km discontinuity in Japan subduction zone (Lidaka 68 & Suetsugu, 1992; Jiang & Zhao, 2011; Kawakatsu & Yoshioka, 2011; Furumura et al., 2016) 69 (Table S1 ), leaving the metastable persistence of olivine and its detail geometry hitherto (Campillo & Paul, 2003) . 77 Equivalently, due to reciprocity, by cross-correlating coda waves from an earthquake pair, the 78 EarthArXiv preprint Submitted to GRL inter-source interferometry synthesizes the transient strain triggered by passing seismic waves 79 from one source to the other. This is as if we convert one of the deep earthquakes to a virtual 80 seismometer deployed below the complex shallow layers and record the other event. To avoid 81 violating the impulsive-source condition in reciprocity, we select five deep-focus earthquakes of 82 small magnitudes (4.0≤Mw≤5.2) with simple source process (<10% non-double-couple 83 component). Among them, three earthquakes (S1, S2, S3) are refined at ~360 km depth whereas 84 the other two (D1, D2) are at depths of ~580 km ( Figure S1 The 40-s long window is further cut into 10-s long overlapping segments offset by 2 s. The cross-114 correlations of all the segments are then normalized by the maximum and averaged to account for 115 the coda energy decay with time. For the D1-S1 earthquake pair in both scenarios, the 0.2~2 Hz 116 cross-correlation record section presents coherent waveforms with constant arrival time across the 117 profile of Hi-net ( Figure S3 ). This indicates that our simulated coda wavefields are diffuse due to 118 shallow heterogeneities and the inter-source Green's function could be extracted by coda 119 interferometry at a single station (Snieder, 2004) . To enhance the coherent signal, we stack the 120 cross-correlations over all the stations. In both scenarios with and without MOW, the resulting 121 interferometric waveforms match the directly simulated P-wave strain seismograms from source 122 D1 to virtual receiver S1, and meanwhile, capture the polarity flip ( Figure S3b vs. S3c) caused by 123 the P-wave interaction with the MOW ( Figure S4 ). Since absolute arrival times have strong trade-124 offs with earthquake locations, herein we focus solely on interpreting the waveform shape.
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Having shown the feasibility to retrieve the P-wave strain Green's functions between two 127 deep earthquakes, we apply the inter-source interferometry method to real data on the Hi-net 128 stations ( Figure 1) . As an example, the cross-correlation record section for the D1-S1 earthquake 129 pair at 0.2~2 Hz exhibits coherent signals arriving at a constant time in a wide azimuth range 130 (Figure 2a ), implying a diffuse coda wavefield. The stacked waveform presents a negative trough 131 preceding a positive peak, similar to that of aforementioned synthetic case with a MOW (Figure   132 2c). Furthermore, the interferometric results of the other five earthquake pairs from D1/D2 to 133 S1/S2/S3 are in good agreement with that of D1-S1 pair ( Figure S5 ), all favoring a MOW structure. 134 Beside the MOW cause, we also scrutinize other alternatives that could result in the negative pulse, 135 such as opposite focal mechanisms and a low-velocity hydrous oceanic crust on top of the slab. 136 First motion analysis shows that the Hi-net stations used for interferometry share same P wave 137 polarities for all the selected deep earthquakes (Figure 2b and S6) , so radiation patterns alone can 138 not explain the negative polarities of the correlations. An 8 km thick oceanic crust with a velocity 139 reduction of 8% extending to 660 km fails to reproduce our observations as well (Figure 2c and 140 S7). With these alternative possibilities ruled out, we suggest the existence of metastable olivine 141 beneath the Japan Sea as the preferred interpretation. To better quantify the MOW dimension and depth extent, which are both important for 156 understanding deep earthquake physics and slab hydrous state, we need to appeal to higher 157 frequency interferometric waveforms. For example, we show that the 0.2~2 Hz cross-correlation 158 waveforms are insensitive to the location of S1/S2/S3 relative to the MOW ( Figure S8 ), which in 159 turn provide little information on the thickness of MOW at the shallow end. On the other hand, at 160 0.2~5 Hz, synthetic strains are significantly distorted across a short distance range ( Figure S8 ). 161 Hence, with well-constrained relative locations among the virtual sensors S1, S2, and S3, we can 162 use higher frequency (up to 5 Hz) waveform details at different locations to determine the 163 geometry of metastable olivine. Indeed, for synthetic tests with a set of earthquake pairs, the inter-164 source interferometry is shown to be capable of extracting 5 Hz transient strains and capturing the 165 waveform variations at different virtual sensors ( Figure S9 ). 166 Subsequently with the real data from Hi-net, we retrieve the 0.2~5 Hz strain responses for 167 all six earthquake pairs from D1/D2 to S1/S2/S3 following the same interferometry procedures 168 ( Figure S10 ). Taking D1 as an example, virtual sensor S1 records a simple trace with negative 169 polarity, but the other two (S2 and S3) present splitting waveforms that consist of two phases 170 (Figure 3c ). To evaluate the robustness of observed waveform complexity, we estimated the 95% 171 confidence intervals for stacked cross-correlations using a bootstrapping technique. All the 172 coherent signals evidently stand above the noise level with narrow uncertainties, and the traces 173 characterized by splitting phases are unlikely to be caused by noise ( Figure S11 ). The distinct 174 interferometric waveforms appear to correlate with the spatial distribution of virtual sensors: S2 175 and S3 with splitting phases are close to the slab upper interface whereas S1 with a single phase 176 sits near the slab core (Figure 3a ). In addition, similar interferometric results from the other deep 177 earthquake D2, though with slightly higher noise levels, suggest our 0.2-5 Hz correlations 178 converge to robust waveforms ( Figure S11 ). To account for these high frequency waveform variations, we grid-searched a variety of 189 MOW geometries through physics-based modeling. Assuming that temperature is the first order 190 control on the olivine phase transformation, the MOW would thus be defined as the region colder 191 than a kinetic cut-off temperature (Tmow) in our initial thermal slab. In searching for the optimal 192 MOW geometry to fit our interferometric observations, we directly computed the synthetic 193 waveforms at virtual seismometer S1/S2/S3 from deep earthquake D1/D2. When comparing the 194 synthetics with observations, we tested different kinetic kick-off temperatures as well as the deep 195 earthquake locations relative to MOW allowing a maximum arrival time difference of 1.5 s. We 196 found that both 0.2~2 Hz and 0.2~5 Hz interferometric waveforms can be adequately fitted when 197 Tmow is defined as 664 ℃ with D1 situating at the lower boundary of metastable olivine (Figure   198 3). The resolved P-wave velocity within MOW is 4%~5% lower than the surrounding slab velocity 199 (2%~3% lower than that of ambient mantle; Figure S12 ), which is consistent with previous studies 200 (Jiang & Zhao, 2011; Furumura et al., 2016) . As an independent argument, the same MOW model 201 does also provide a good fit to interferometric observations at the three virtual receivers from the 202 other deep earthquake D2 (Figure 3) . Despite that the 5-Hz interferometric waveform details are 203 EarthArXiv preprint Submitted to GRL not fully explained due to lateral variations in slab structures, the observed waveform features 204 (polarities, single or splitting phases) are generally retained in synthetic seismograms. Here, we 205 emphasize that our new interferometry observations constrain the MOW geometry and velocity 206 reduction, instead of the cut-off temperature (Tmow) or the thermal model. For scenarios with 207 different combinations of slab parameters (e.g., subduction rate, age), Tmow that fits the data best 208 can vary by tens of degrees ( Figure S13) . Nonetheless, the MOW structures consistently resemble 209 a thickness of ~30 km across the slab at 410 km and gradually diminish to a depth of ~610 km at Compared to previously proposed MOW geometries in nearby regions, our MOW at 410 213 km depth is slightly thicker than that imaged by the receiver function (Kawakatsu & Yoshioka, 214 2011), but considerably thinner than that derived from traveltime based studies (Table S1 ). With 215 our resolved MOW dimension, the delay of olivine phase transformation is estimated to increase 216 the slab buoyancy by 1% below 410 km, which is comparable to the thermal slab buoyancy force 217 (2~3%; Cammarano et al., 2003) . Such extra buoyancy force generated by the metastable olivine 218 could in turn reduce the slab subduction rate (Tetzlaff & Schmeling, 2000) . Given the age of Japan The depth extent of our proposed MOW indicates an extremely dry Pacific slab core (<75 wt ppm) 246 in the MTZ beneath the Japan Sea (Figure 4 ; Kawakatsu & Yoshioka, 2011; Frane et al., 2013) . 247 However, the arc volcanism, intermediate-depth earthquakes, and high-resolution tomography 248 models all point to substantially hydrated slab above 200 km depth (Hasegawa & Nakajima, 2017; 249 Cai et al., 2018) , potentially through outer-rise plate-bending faults that cut deep into the incoming 250 plate as pathways for water (Ranero et al., 2003) . Therefore, the water associated with these faults Submitted to GRL wt%). Given the distance between our MOW and plate interface (~24 km) and the hydrogen 257 diffusion coefficients of olivine and its polymorphs (Hae et al., 2006) , it is still possible that a thin 258 layer near the subducting plate provide potential pathways for transporting water into MTZ, such 259 as a narrow serpentinite channel on top of the slab (Kawakatsu & Watada, 2007) . Or instead of 260 linking to current subduction, the water reservoir in MTZ might be associated with other tectonic 261 processes including the delamination of hydrous mantle lithosphere (Green et al., 2010) or rising 262 of hydrous magmas (Hirschmann, 2006) . 
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